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About PROSECON

Research funding changing, gaps in knowledge

• Funding key part of research governance, but few systematic and/or comparative studies

• More funders and funding roles, less internal funding, not just ‘excellence’/‘mission’/‘strategic’

• Affecting individual researcher funding situations, but instruments studied in isolation

• Limited knowledge on how funders stimulate societal goals, or how funding shapes research

Our approach

• Conceptual framing (funding configurations, societal targeting dimensions)

• Study of how funders design societally-targeted instruments, using interviews, documents 

• In-depth interview-based case studies with researchers, non-academics

Main questions

• How do research funders seek to stimulate societal goals?

• How does societally targeted funding shape the nature of research?
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About PROSECON

3 countries 2 research areas
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Exploring the complexity of (societal) research funding dynamics

Duncan A. Thomas & CFA team, 22 June 2022
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Overview

• Understanding (societal) research funding complexity

• Co-funding networks at topic level

• Individual researcher funding configuration (stylised)

• Accumulation & use variations (PI data)

• Funding co-use

• Implications for funders

5

Understanding (societal) research funding complexity

Context: What needs to be understood?

• Effects/impacts mediated by (i) what (societal) funding researcher has, and (ii) how they use it

• Broad funding trends changing researchers’ funding accumulations and uses

• Researchers pursuing societal goals … Transdisciplinarity, interdisciplinarity, prioritised problems, user-
oriented outputs…  Accumulate varied funding?   Have complicated uses?

Challenges: What makes it difficult to understand?

• Funding data unreliable, incomplete… gaining exhaustive, attributable coverage intensive

• Funding co-use happens… but stigmatised or undisclosed … needs careful study

Aims: How did we try to understand it?

• Food Sciences, Renewable Energy Research; researchers in Denmark, Netherlands, Norway 

• From: Single grant in isolation, starting from nothing, exclusive use è To: Multiple concurrent grants, prior 
funded experiences, aggregate use of bespoke funding “configuration”
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Co-funding networks at topic level

Diverse funders acknowledged

• Does this show funders collaborating? 
Researchers with concurrent funding? 
Co-use of funding?

• Or simply artifacts of data limitations

Funding of Renewable Energy Research?

Cleaned, coded funders in acknowledgements 
in co-authored papers, at least one Denmark 
affiliated author, published 2009–18

Entry point to explore further

• ‘Societal’ grants from public funders

• Large size, 3–5 year duration, awarded 2015

• Used by 12 researchers (Principal Investigator 
[PI] on societal grant)
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Individual researcher funding configuration (stylised)

Definition 

A snapshot over a specified time 
period of all an individual 
researcher’s concurrent funding 
instruments, from any funder, 
with potential for co-use 

Changing funders/funding
à change researcher funding

• Grants as ‘wrappers’

• Features used, co-used

• Societal targeting dimensions

Co-Investigator  (Co-I) = senior/key funded (academic) researcher but without overall authority/responsibility of PI (USA NIH definition)
Team Member     (TM) = all other non-PI, non-CI funded (academic) researcher roles
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Data on researcher funding
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Accumulation & use variations: Role portfolios

Fingers in many pies
Mixed funded roles

Researcher 10

Along for the ride
Majority Co-I roles

Researcher 7

Boss baron
Majority PI roles
Researcher 3

9 concurrent in FC   €23.6M 6 concurrent in FC   €36.3M 10 concurrent in FC   €42.7MTotal 
budgets

Compulsory
non-academics

Entry point 
societal grant:

★

Compulsory
interdisciplinarity

NON-compulsory
non-academics

Funding configuration 
(FC)
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Accumulation & use variations: Targeting portfolios

Other irons in the fire
Small part of compulsory TD in FC    

Researcher 4

Doing it voluntarily 
TD compulsory, kept on, even when not

Researcher 11

Whatever it takes
Compulsory TD over varied funders, roles

Researcher 8

8 concurrent in FC   €56.7M 11 concurrent in FC   €27.8M 7 concurrent in FC   €12.4MTotal 
budgets

Compulsory
non-academics

Entry point 
societal grant:

★

Compulsory
interdisciplinarity

NON-compulsory
non-academics

Funding configuration 
(FC)
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Funding co-use

Research materials shared / funder may not like it
“[W]e don’t keep economies very separate in terms of chemicals … [W]ith salaries, it’s very clear who’s hired on 
which project … [B]uying kits or equipment … we don’t keep it separate, saying, ‘Okay, this is the [project] box’. … 
[E]verything we buy would be available for other people, whatever project it is. And the [funder] … might not like this 
altogether, but this is the way we run it.”

Researcher ideas shared / hired on separate grants
“I have to use them separately because they’re grants on different subjects and then you employ a postdoc or a 
PhD that’s working on that. … [T]here’s not much cross-fertilization in that. … [T]hat is not true what I’m saying. There’s 
a lot of cross-fertilization, and the students get a lot out of it, being together and talking to each other and so on. … 
But I cannot say that, ‘you are employed by that grant, but can you please work on this?’ That wouldn’t happen.”

Co-use conditions and types?
Research :   Shared concepts, methods; shared materials, infrastructures; overarching research lines/trails

Researchers :   Division of labour for tasks; overlapping academics and non-academics
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Implications for funders

Funding designs, use expectations

• Is it desirable or viable to expect exclusive use of your funding by a researcher? 

• Expect different or additional effects, or coordinate with other funders because of what they have & co-use? 

Funding transparency, dispersal

• Do research information systems make all researcher funding open for study? 

• How bad is concentration if funding is under-counted, & co-use multiplies accumulation advantages? 
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MAY 2022 NORN, RAMOS-VIELBA, SAUGSTRUP, RYAN AND BLOCH
D EPA RTM EN T O F PO LIT IC A L S C IEN C E
A A RH U S  U N IV ERS ITY

DANISH CENTRE FOR STUDIES IN

RESEARCH AND RESEARCH POLICY 

Societal targeting in researcher funding

JUNE 22-23, 2022 PROSECON

Novo Nordisk Foundation conference on the societal impact of research

Irene Ramos-Vielba & CFA team
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1. Aim and approach

2. Empirical exploration

3. Main findings
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1. Aim and approach
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Policy making
Research funding

Public science Societal goals

Funding 
programmes

Kinds of 
research

Missions / 
challenges

However, this is NOT…

1. An automatic linear process (certain to happen)
2. On passive actors (influenced researchers)
3. The only interacting factor (disentangled element)

A more systematic comparative understanding is needed

Analytical approach

17

Based on: policy discourse, funder practices, existing literature, preliminary interviews

Characterization and exploration of societal targeting in researcher funding contexts 
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Societally-targeted funding shaping of research 

Source: Ramos-Vielba, Thomas, Aagaard, 2022, Research Evaluation, 31(2): 207.

Societal targeting dimensions Targeting markers

I Interdisciplinarity Research networks 

(e.g. composition, role, involvement)T Transdisciplinarity

P Prioritized research problems Research practices

(e.g. priorities, approaches, methods)O User-oriented outputs

19

2. Empirical exploration
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Study context
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Selection criteria
v Most similar funding 

v Funded period

v PI role over funding
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Operationalization

12 case studies  (2 per country & research area)

Pre-acquisition
• Degree in each dimension (usual / unusual in previous research) 

• Reason(s) for research networks and practices

Funding Required / Encouraged / Compulsory

Post-acquisition
• Role of funding (functioning of each dimension during the project)

• Perceived changes in research networks and practices afterwards

23

3. Main findings
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Low degree High degree

I was a little bit involved in some projects that were
linked to [companies], but my research was NOT really
applied. So they were kind of sitting on the sideline in
project meetings and so on (11)

In fact, we ALWAYS have. But they participate in specific
ways (…) I have offered myself as scientific backstopping for
quite some non-profits (…) [also] I have projects with
companies (08)

Pre-acquisition: Variability in each dimension

Transdisciplinary research networks

User-oriented outputs research practices

Low degree High degree
In many, many cases we have mentioned that ‘this could
be relevant for’ or ‘if successful with this, it could be
useful here and there or in that area’ (…) But it wasn't so
directly connected to something. So most of it has been
NOT so directly oriented towards end-users (02)

Projects I had (…) were ALWAYS directed towards end-users
(…) So [we produced] generic knowledge, but always with an
attempt to translate that to the local context and local
questions (07)
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Post-acquisition: Shaping of research networks

Strengthened research collaboration and participation

1. Essential roles of both academic and non-academic partners in funded projects (incl. co-funding)

2. Researcher skills development (strategic, managerial, leadership) for research with societal goals

3. Cumulative experience and practical improvement in dealing with diversified research networks

Funding as catalyser and nurturer (incl. some new participants) 
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Post-acquisition: Shaping of research practices

Further societal projection of research

1. PI high autonomy on the research (scope, content, project development), flexible adjustments

2. Societal consideration: utilization benefits (commercialization, open access)

3. Transmission and dissemination practices to favour users’ absorption of research results

Funding facilitated experimentation with both prioritization and orientation

27

v Pre-acquisition situation matters

From lower to increased degrees à More potential shaping for unusual dimensions

v Encouragement as effective as compulsory

Not an intensifier of shaping  à Formally mandatory not a distinctive shaping

v Dimensions involving societal actors (T & O) more malleable to shaping

But scientific domains à Less affected by funding?

Summary of emerging shaping dynamics 
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D EPA RTM EN T O F PO LIT IC A L S C IEN C E
A A RH U S  U N IV ERS ITY

DANISH CENTRE FOR STUDIES IN

RESEARCH AND RESEARCH POLICY 

FUNDING CHALLENGE-
ORIENTED RESEARCH

MARIA THERESA NORNDTU Entrepreneurship

29

JUNE 2022 MARIA THERESA NORN
D EPA RTM EN T O F PO LIT IC A L S C IEN C E
A A RH U S  U N IV ERS ITY

DANISH CENTRE FOR STUDIES IN

RESEARCH AND RESEARCH POLICY 

How do funders try to steer funded 
research to augment the societal 
impact of the research they fund?

Joint work with Kaare Aagaard, Andreas 
Kjær Stage and Josefine Bjørnholm
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JUNE 2022 MARIA THERESA NORN
D EPA RTM EN T O F PO LIT IC A L S C IEN C E
A A RH U S  U N IV ERS ITY

DANISH CENTRE FOR STUDIES IN

RESEARCH AND RESEARCH POLICY 

MOTIVATION

External funding: Key tool for “steering” research in desired directions

Fulfills a widening set of objectives

4Scientific excellence, economic relevance/impact, now: solutions to societal challenges

Yet: Limited insight into how funders seek to steer research toward increased societal impact

31

JUNE 2022 MARIA THERESA NORN
D EPA RTM EN T O F PO LIT IC A L S C IEN C E
A A RH U S  U N IV ERS ITY

DANISH CENTRE FOR STUDIES IN

RESEARCH AND RESEARCH POLICY 

Main question How do funders try to steer funded research to augment the societal 
impact of the research they fund?

1 How do research funders seek to promote research that addresses societal 
challenges – as materialized in concrete funding instruments?

2 How do characteristics of public research funding systems support or hinder 
coordination across challenge-oriented funding instruments? 

3 How do funders try to accommodate growing expectations of societal impact and 
challenge orientation in responsive mode funding instruments?
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JUNE 2022 MARIA THERESA NORN
D EPA RTM EN T O F PO LIT IC A L S C IEN C E
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DANISH CENTRE FOR STUDIES IN

RESEARCH AND RESEARCH POLICY 

APPROACH

4Main public funding bodies (key role; common mandate; largely comparable) in DK, NO, NL

4 Instruments with a high degree of targeting (challenge or mission oriented instruments)

4 Instruments with a low degree of targeting (responsive mode instruments “with a twist”)

Focus: Calls, assessment of proposals, grant decision (not post-grant efforts)

Data: Documents

• Funder level (charters, strategies, external communication etc.)

• Instrument level (formal descriptions, calls, assessment criteria etc.)

Interviews – late 2020 and early 2021 (i.e. do not reflect key changes since then)

• Board-level and program-level (administrative) representatives

• Independent academic experts
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JUNE 2022 MARIA THERESA NORN
D EPA RTM EN T O F PO LIT IC A L S C IEN C E
A A RH U S  U N IV ERS ITY

DANISH CENTRE FOR STUDIES IN

RESEARCH AND RESEARCH POLICY 

SELECTED FUNDERS AND INSTRUMENTS

Country Funder Low degree of targeting High degree of targeting

DK
Independent Research 
Fund Denmark (IRFD)

Thematic research funding 
(Research Project 1-3)

DK
Innovation Fund 
Denmark (IFD)

Grand Solutions

NO
Research Council of 
Norway (RCN)

Researcher projects
Collaborative projects to 
meet societal and industry-
related challenges

NL
Dutch Research Council 
(NWO) 

“Veni vidi vici” programme
Knowledge and Innovation 
Covenant Mission-driven calls
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JUNE 2022 MARIA THERESA NORN
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HOW FUNDERS TRY TO TARGET RESEARCH

Three expected “levers”

Thematic targeting

Refers to the content (or 
direction) of the funded 
research

Impact targeting

Focuses on the nature of 
desired outcomes and 
effects of the research

Collaboration targeting

Focus on the actors
involved and the nature of 
their interactions

E.g. directing research 
towards specific challenges
or promising
solutions/approaches

E.g. not just economic 
effects but indicators for 
contributions to solving 
complex problems

E.g. interdisciplinary 
collaboration, or 
engagement with users and 
other relevant actors

Adapted from Ramos-Vielba et al, 2022
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THEMATIC TARGETING
Key differences

• Thematic priorities determined by 
politicians/policymakers – but differences 
in how much funders can influence/shape
priorities

• IFD: Very limited, strict adherence to pre-
defined, year-to-year priorities

• RCN: Significant discretion in ”portfolio
boards” with multiyear strategies

• NWO: Distribution of funding decided by 
board in external consultation

• Efforts to ensure that thematic priorities 
match competencies and capacity in the 
scientific community

• Efforts to ensure as broad thematic areas 
as possible > ensure sufficient competition 
and quality

> Impact on political priorities: reduce
”damage” or risk undermining prorities?

Common features
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IMPACT TARGETING
Key differences

• IFD: Strongest emphasis on traditional 
economic indicators

• NWO: Broader definition of societal 
impact, but focus on traditional indicators 
(‘mutually reinforcing’)

• RCN: Broadest operationalization of 
societal impact 

• Differences in how large a role staff 
and/or board play in assessing expected 
impact of proposals

• Applications are assessed against a set of 
criteria covering (i) excellence, (ii) 
feasibility, and (iii) potential impact

• All work with widening notions of “impact” 
but have (at best) vague definitions of 
“societal impact” – difficult to replace 
traditional economic indicators (e.g. 
effects on individual firms’ job creation, 
turnover)

> Can political intentions be realized without 
suitable supporting indicators?

Common features
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COLLABORATION TARGETING
Key differences

• Arm’s length vs proactive approaches

• RCN: Most arm’s length approach

• IFD: Early (informal) dialogue with 
applicants seen as key in steering 
proposals in desired directions

• NWO: Most proactive – part of the formal 
application process: an intentional 
‘deviation from SOPs’ to maximize impact

• Limited mandatory requirements for 
collaboration partner types and roles – but 
explicit focus on university-industry 
collaboration 

• Wider set of collaborators (e.g. 
interdisciplinary and non-academic) is 
encouraged – but neither well-defined nor 
an apparent priority

> Sufficient to promote collaboration and 
coordination needed to develop/diffuse 
solutions to complex problems?

Common features
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RESEARCH AND RESEARCH POLICY 

• Answer? Rather cautiously, at least on paper

• Similar “levers” on paper, but how they are deployed in practice differs widely
4 BUT! “soft” levers > scope for interpretation but opaque (random?) decision processes

• Public funders key not only carrying out political aims but also in moderating them 

4 How to ensure optimal alignment with political aims?

• Thematic priorities in DK & NL on a year-to-year basis – ideal for mission-oriented aims?

• Vague notions of “societal impact” & continued reliance on economic impact indicators

• Emphasis on private actors rather than a broad set of key stakeholders
4 How much has really changed? Risk of undermining mission-oriented aims
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